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Winner of a Firebird Book Award for memoir, 2021A B.R.A.G.Medallion Honoree"Tea, Scones,
and Malaria is a fantastic read that explains much about the tragedy that would eventually unfold
in modern-day Zimbabwe and, to top it off, it is a wonderfully written story that is incredibly easy
to read and enjoy." Grant Leishman, Reader's FavoriteTea, Scones, and Malaria is the
phenomenal true account of one girl's extraordinary upbringing in the rough and feral bushveld
of 1950s and 60s Rhodesia. Moving from one makeshift camp to the next, the family follows
Dad, a bridge builder for the government, deep into the heart of elephant and cheetah
country."We ran barefoot in the bush, and swam in crocodile-infested rivers. We shared our
camps with snakes, scorpions, and jerrymunglums. There was no electricity, no hospitals, and
no schools in the bush. How I survived it all, I will never know."Hilarious, touching, raw, and
deeply honest, this memoir records the journey from child to teenager to woman against the
backdrop of a vanishing world, as Rhodesia begins its long and tumultuous transition into the
independent country of Zimbabwe.

About the AuthorRemco Ensel is Assistant Professor in the Department of History, Art History
and Classics at Radboud University, the Netherlands.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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GlossaryPronunciations in ParenthesisAg man—(Rough “g” sound as in Ugh) An Afrikaans
exclamation.Armstrong-Siddeley—A British luxury vehicle of the first half of the 20th
century.Bakkie—(Buckee) A small pickup truck.Beano—A British comic book for
children.Bilharzia—(Bill-har-zee-uh) A parasitic disease found in water.Biltong—(Bill-tong) Dried
beef jerky.Boerewors—(Boo-ruh-vors) An Afrikaner sausage.Bokvleis—(Bok-flays) Goat
meat.Braai—(BrI, I as in “eye”) An African barbeque.Cerveza—(Ser-vay-zah) Portuguese for
beer.Chikwambo—(Chick-wam-bo) See Tokoloshe.Consul—A British-made car.Dagga—
Cannabis, marijuana (Dag-ah. The “g” sound is in the back of the throat, like the German “ch,”
only rougher).Fanegalo—(Funny-gah-law) A pigeon mix of African languages with English.Guti—
(Goo-tee) A soft, mist-like rain.Kaross—(Kah-ross) An animal skin blanket used by the Khoikhoi
of South Africa.Koeksisters—(Cook-sister) An Afrikaner pastry deep fried and drenched in
syrup.Kopje—(Kop-ee) A small, rocky hill.Lorry—A truck.Makiwa—(Muh-kee-wha) Shona word
for white people.Miombo—(Mee-om-bo) The Miombo woodland is found in tropical and
subtropical grasslands, savannas, and shrublands biome.Mopane worms—(Mo-pah-nee) A
caterpillar that feeds on the mopane tree leaf. An African delicacy.Mozzie—Slang for
mosquito.Muti—(Moo-tee) African medicine.Nganga—(In-gung-gah) A healer, witchdoctor, or
diviner.Ngozi—(In-goh-zee) Avenging spirits of the dead, Shona.Nzou—(In-zoo) Elephant in
Shona.Ouma—(Oma) An Afrikaans name for grandmother.Oupa—(Opa) An Afrikaans name for
grandfather.Padkos—(Pud-kos) Road food.Paraffin—Kerosene.Piri-Piri—(Pee-ree-pee-ree) An



African chili.Rondavel—(Ron-dah-vel) Round hut with thatch roof.Sadza—(Sud-zuh) Cornmeal
mush, a thick porridge made from mealie-meal/cornmeal.Shave—(Shah-vee) A wandering spirit
in Shona belief.Shumba—(Shoom-ba) Lion in Shona language, or slang for “Lion Beer.”Stompie
—(Stomp-ee) Slang for a cigarette butt.Tickey—A small coin worth three pennies.Tokoroshe (alt.
Tokoloshe) or Chikwambo —(Tawk-uh-loshee) (Chick-whum-bo) A sprite; a dwarf-like creature
that causes mischief in the home or even illness and death.Yebo—(Yeah-baw) Shona
exclamation to show approval.

Map of Africa

Map of Zimbabwe

To Mom and Dad,Ouma and Oupa,Butch,Rabbit,and Queenie.

“Africa changes you forever, like nowhere on earth. Once you have been there, you will never be
the same. But how do you begin to describe its magic to someone who has never felt it? How
can you explain the fascination of this vast, dusty continent, whose oldest roads are elephant
paths? Could it be because Africa is the place of all our beginnings, the cradle of mankind,
where our species first stood upright on the savannahs of long ago?”— Brian Jackman

IntroductionWhen an elder is gone, a library burns to the ground— African proverbTea, Scones,
and Malaria is a memoir of my life growing up in Rhodesia. It covers a period of twenty years,
from my birth in 1950 through 1969. My focus is on the early years of my childhood and teens.
The purpose is to offer the reader a glimpse into what it was like to live in Colonial Africa. This
book is intended for American readers—those who know little about Africa and nothing about
Rhodesia (which is now called Zimbabwe).Why did I write this memoir? To answer some of the
many questions I am constantly asked about my life in Africa, not the least of which is, “What did
you eat?” This preoccupation with food suits me fine. I love food. African food is both amazingly
delicious and horrifically disgusting to the uninitiated. I discuss food a lot. African food fuses
native dishes with European and Asian cuisine. There is nothing quite like it in the rest of the
world.Another question that is frequently asked is “What is your ethnicity?” I identify as white
European, but my genetic heritage is, like our food, an amalgamate of different races. My East
African mtDNA is L0, belonging to the oldest race of humans on earth. Mitochondrial DNA can
be traced back for a thousand years, or a dozen generations. Our oldest DNA is L0, from
mitochondrial Eve (200,000—300,000 years ago). It is certain we all come from this originally,
but it is interesting to know that my 6th grandmother, Barbara, was of this race. I suspect that she
was a Khoe-San, a Cape local known as a “Hottentot,” a woman from the bushman tribe like
those featured in the South African movie of the 1970s, The Gods Must Be Crazy.My genetic
background is varied, ranging from mostly European to African, Indian, Arab, and Indonesian. All
my non-European ancestors were slaves, brought to South Africa by the Dutch and Portuguese



slave traders. They inter-married and bred with my French, Russian, Scandinavian, Dutch,
English, Italian, and German forebears. Although my family settled in South Africa from the
1600s through the 20th century, my parents immigrated to Rhodesia in the 1940s, Mom as a
missionary, Dad as a builder for the Rhodesian government.Some think Zimbabwe may be a
part of South Africa, but it never was a part of South Africa. Zimbabwe, formally known as
Southern Rhodesia, was a British colony until 1965. It was and still is a separate country from its
neighbor to the south. In 1953, it became a Federation with Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) and
Nyasaland (Malawi) to the north. In 1965, the Prime Minister, Ian Smith, declared unilateral
independence (UDI) from Britain, and the colony broke away. It wasn’t until 1979, after a
protracted civil war, that it achieved its independence as a majority rule country, and Rhodesia
became Zimbabwe.I left Rhodesia in 1970 and lived in South Africa until 1979 when I emigrated
to the USA and became an American citizen in 1984. My parents were South African by birth,
and they remained in Africa until their deaths. Many ex-pat Rhodesians have a strong nostalgia
and love for the country, mostly for what it used to be. They are known as the “When-we’s.” One
can hold two truths in one’s mind, simultaneously. While Rhodesia during the colonial period was
a wonderful place for white people, the civil war that raged from 1964 – 1980 did not occur in a
vacuum. The consequences of the systemic racial divide from the country’s inception by
colonialists who had no regard for the well-being of the local population were inevitable. The
result is the basket-case that is now Zimbabwe. Fond memories are there, but so is the
knowledge that native Africans were not on an equal footing with whites. The pendulum has
swung to the other extreme, and now it is white farmers who are suffering under the majority
rule.The divide was, at its core, between black and white people, but it was also a power
struggle between the two principal African tribes: the Matabele or Ndebele, and the Mashona
(Shona) or Rozwi tribes. White people, mainly Europeans, settled the area that is now Zimbabwe
in the 1890s, and Cecil John Rhodes (after whom the country was first named) created a new
colony for Britain. At that time, the Mashona and Matabele tribes were the majority occupants of
this territory. Their languages and cultures were vastly different from one another’s, and there
has always been tension between the tribes. Many indigenous Africans fought on the side of the
white population during the civil war, hoping to end up on the right side of a power struggle. It
would take several books to cover the history of this part of Africa.Nothing is as simple as it
sounds, but I try to convey in my memoir exactly how I perceived things from my limited
perspective as a child. I write about the idyllic existence whites led—a feudal class system that
excluded the native population. It can be compared to the racial inequities in the United States
before 1970, a system similar to that of South Africa and its one-time system of Apartheid.One
cannot write about Zimbabwe without mentioning the natural, majestic beauty of the country,
and the wildlife of the African savannah, the beautiful towns and cities, and the productive farms.
However, the whites would not have been so lucky without the help of the native population in
building an infrastructure and supplying the labor for the farms and cities.In the 1950s, my family
were pioneers who headed out into untamed areas far from towns or cities. My father’s



government job in construction took him, and us, into areas where there were few roads and little
infrastructure. I grew up in this environment and became one with it. We ran wild and barefoot in
the bushveld. Sometimes I feel it is a miracle we survived the harsh bush life at all. My life was
not typical of most whites from this part of Africa, but I am sure there are many Zimbabweans
who can relate since Zimbabwe is largely a rural land. Our life was much more primitive than
most of those who lived on farms or in towns or cities.For the first two or three years of my life,
we lived in Bulawayo. Mom and Dad were heavily involved in church activities, and most of their
friends were from the church they attended.My grandparents, Ouma and Oupa (grandmother
and grandfather in Afrikaans) also lived in Bulawayo, a few blocks from our first home. Originally
from South Africa, their native tongue, Afrikaans, is a bastardization of Dutch, a mishmash of
languages that reflects the true Afrikaner heritage—a racial mix.Mom's father, Oupa, was a
practicing alcoholic until the disease finally killed him with a series of debilitating strokes. Ouma,
a classic enabler, took refuge in religion and her chronic neurosis. These days, she would
probably be diagnosed with PTSD or depression. Mom told us many stories of growing up in this
dysfunctional household. Her childhood only made her more determined never to touch alcohol,
or to pass on that legacy.This memoir is not written as a nostalgic trip down memory lane aimed
at my fellow expats. There are plenty of those books already out there. My goal is to help readers
who have never been to Africa, who know little to nothing about it, to gain a better understanding
of the land and its people as they were at that time. I want those who read this memoir to feel
what I felt, to see what I saw. I want the reader to gain a broader understanding of a lifestyle that
was different and alien to most people of western civilization. I want people to understand how
things were from my point of view, what we experienced—the splendid, the sorrowful, the
atrocious, and the whimsical.I have also written in a style and language that will be easily
understood by non-expats. Africans of all races speak a lingo that can be confusing and only
understood by those who have lived there. Since some native Africans did not speak English
perfectly, such as our maid and nanny, Petina, I have allowed her authentic voice to come
through. The rest of us speak the Queen’s English, or American English, in most cases.I have
changed the names and descriptions of the people I knew and grew up with. Some characters
are composites, and I doubt the people mentioned in this memoir would be recognizable to any
person who knew me. I do not use real names for myself or my friends and family. Where names
are real, I will indicate that at the time, but for the most part, the names are not the actual names.
The people and events are real, however. I have tried as much as possible to recreate scenes
and events as accurately as I am able to, but when it comes to remembered conversations, I
must rely on how I felt at the time to convey the tone or spirit of the conversations. At times, I
have recall of the exact words used, and those I’ve used as I remember them. Where I am too
young to remember, I must depict the scene using artistic license, or, as it was told to me by my
parents or grandparents.Whatever you think of this memoir, I hope that above all else you will
find it an enjoyable read!Katlynn Brooke (aka “Pie”)



Part IThe Wild Child1950—1959
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The Sun is Bright: The story of a family who chose Africa as their home - The post WW2
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Sabi Star Africa in My Soul: Memoir of a Childhood Interrupted The Memory of an Elephant The
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Emily, “I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book. Your only reason for reading this book may have
been to find out what life was like in South Africa in the 50’s and 60’s.It’s certainly a different time
and a really different place from where I grew up in Boston.My dad was a city kid. He and my
mom raised three city kids. My mom called me a hothouse flower, and she did not mean it in a
nice way. We went to public schools that were close to our home. We dressed well, had things
we needed and things we wanted. we only moved one time from our massive Victorian to a nice
two-story brick front, with a white picket fence. As kids we went on the Swan Boats and visited
the Public Gardens, the State House, the museums.These kids were raised loosely, often
without running water and electricity. The family struggled. They contracted strange and
daunting diseases. They were always on the move. Tin roofs. Often not enough food. But
beautiful and wild surroundings and a sense of adventure.And , they all made it out alive while
living in really dangerous places surrounded by really dangerous critters, both great and small. I
hope there are more books going forward to let us know what happened to the family. I agree
that reading is far superior to math.”

A. Wassom, “A delightful account of a childhood growing up in Africa!. A delightful and
charmingly youthful account of a childhood in Africa. Katlynn Brooke has an uncanny ability to
transport the reader back to their own childhood while reading about her childhood growing up
in Africa during the 1940s, 50s, and 60s. Aside from her descriptions of what are, to foreign
readers, exotic locales, animals, and plants, her tales of being raised as an almost feral child in a
time when parents did not spend all their time trying to schedule every moment of their
childrens' days or prevent every bump or scrape is, at the same time, terrifying and refreshing.
She has managed to be honest about the problems of the era while also recounting her
childhood with a great amount of humor and childlike enthusiasm. In many ways, her story is that
of a hard life, but it is told without bitterness or regret. Her family, like all families, was not perfect
and had its share of problems. But she recounts her families' story, from her point of view, with a
great amount of love and understanding. This is the story of the early life of the type of person
the world could use more of now.”

Thor Siggurson, “Captivating from the start!. A captivating memoir in which the author very
openly and honestly shares her stories of life in the bushveld of Rhodesia in the 1950's. At times
humorous, at times raw, always engaging and informative. It is a book that, once opened, is hard
to put down, and leaves you wanting to know even more about the wondrous woman who not
only survived it, but seemed at times to thrive, in spite of some of the harsh realities of life in the
wild. There is much to learn here, and much to enjoy in reading this well-written memoir. I loved
it!”

Elsa D, “Refreshingly honest. The writer paints a vivid, honest picture of her life in colonial Africa.



She weaves in the harsh realities of living in an unforgiving, yet embracing world as well as
dealing with somewhat dysfunctional parents. Through it all, one senses her resilience, tongue-
in-the-cheek humor, and optimism. A thoroughly enjoyable and dare I say, educational read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Loved learning about Rhodesia, its history and customs!. I loved hearing
about Pi & her family members! I have recently made friends in Zambia, so that made it more
interesting for me. I respect them for the strength they had to be so adaptable & able to survive
with all the changes thrown their way. Katlynn has a very nice writing style & I love her humor! I
hope she updates us with another book! We must know what path her life takes!”

A. Zitelli, “Interesting story. I enjoyed this from page one to the end. It helped me take my mind off
a very hard day when I couldn’t fall asleep-read two chapters and it settled my heart. Great
bedtime story for adults. Interesting to see how her family maneuvered through life in a land very
foreign to me. I’m telling all my friends about it.”

Denise, “Childhood in Rhodesia. Delightfully written, a child growing up in a strict Africaans
family, constantly moving and adapting. Loved the wild and free life of the kids in the bush.
Present day children will weep at what freedom these kids had.  A good read.”

Kay Zed, “fascinating story extremely well written. It is hard to imagine the fascinating and yet
very difficult childhood the author portrays. She manages to write so clearly that you feel as if
you are along beside her. There is no self pity, rather a “isn’t this interesting “ droll style”

Cyber., “WHENWE!. A somewhat similar child's experience of my own in that beautiful country
(as was). Many of the instances were recalled vividly albeit from a suburban Salisbury
perspective. It will always be missed. Always in my heart from the day as a family we stepped off
the train from Capetown and enjoyed a breakfast at the railway station restaurant in Salisbury in
March 1952.  Thank you for a wonderful read!”

hazel lewis, “Afternoon reading. Read over a a week I got quite pulled into this story. Am old
enough to remember the 50 & 60 and world event at that time. On the one hand a delightful way
to grow and in another ……….Really enjoyed it.”

Vivien Ogden, “Made me smile. I enjoyed this account of living in Africa from start to finish,
reminding me of my own childhood in a completely different environment. Looking forward to the
next book.”

sandy, “Tea, Scones and Malaria. What a heartwarming tale,especially for those of us from the
area described..”



Belinda L, “Good. Was a little short, but still a good read. Bits remind me of my childhood. Can't
wait to read more.”

The book by Katlynn Brooke has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 413 people have provided feedback.
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